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Thank you for your purchase! Happy customers are such an

important part of this business, and your referrals mean

everything to me. Enclosed please find tips, tricks, and

resources that will help you with style in seconds so you can

spend your time on what is most important to you.

Braiding and twisting extensions are the secret sauce to

volume and your 2nd (and even 3rd) day hair. Consider

these your fast and easy fillers for bigger buns and

topknots. The ponytail attachment makes it easy to attach,

twist or braid, wrap and secure. Be prepared for any last

minute event when you need quick and easy style.
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Single Extension Instructions - Bun Volume

Video Tutorials

We offer video tutorials for these steps on the Easy Updo 101 website page. Once you’ve

gotten the hang of them, you can enjoy extra volume in seconds!

Loosen Up The Extension

The extensions are twisted, so you’ll want to start by alleviating some of the tightness.

Hold the end of the extension, then use your other hand to carefully unwind the opposite

end. As you let go, it will instantly twist back into position, so be sure to repeat this

motion a couple of times. You can also use a dry texture spray to add even more volume

to complete this step. 

Attach 

Wrap the no-metal elastic around your hair and into a ponytail, being sure to let the

extension hang out of the way. 

Mix & Knot

Take the ponytail (with the extension attached) and mix it with your hair. (If you have long

enough hair, put the extension within the ponytail so it appears thicker.) The 22-inch long

twisted extension will fall below your hair adding to the illusion of length and finished bun

volume. Take hold of your hair (mixed with the extension) and tie it in a knot by forming a

loop and slipping the end of the extension through it. This will result in a loose knot at the

ponytail base. Be sure to keep supporting your natural hair and the extension as you finish

this step.

Wrap

Take hold of the knot you made with one hand and grip the end of the extension in the

other hand. Then wrap the ends around the knot as you untwist the extension a bit for

more volume. To secure the hold as you wrap, use the bobby pins and hairpins included

with your extension. Finish wrapping the entire length of the extension as you continue

untwisting it and tuck the end beneath the knot. Be sure not to let go of the end until

you’ve secured it in place with a pin or two.

Secure

Secure your topknot or bun by carefully pinning. Open a bobby pin with your fingers and

then gently slide it into the updo and capture the extension end. Repeat this step with the

enclosed bobby pins, making sure that each pin secures a small part of the extension with

the hair close to your head. Only work with small amounts of hair; otherwise, the pin will

not be able to keep the extension in place. Work around your updo until it is in place and

use the enclosed hair pins to secure larger sections of hair.

https://theeasyupdo.com/pages/easy-updo-101

